Screening Performance and Costs of Different Strategies in Prenatal Screening for Trisomy 21

Testgüte und Kosten verschiedener Ansätze im pränatalen Screening auf Trisomie 21

Objective: Cell-free fetal DNA (cffDNA) testing has opened new options in prenatal screening for trisomy 21. Due to the higher costs of cffDNA testing there is an ongoing debate on how to combine different screening strategies.

Methods: For this study, a model-based approach was used to evaluate all births in Germany in 2012 together with the percentage of euploid and trisomic pregnancies. Detection rates (DR), false positive rates (FPR), the costs of different screening strategies for trisomy 21 and combinations of these strategies were compared. The number of fetuses with trisomy 21 at 12 + 0 weeks of gestation was estimated based on maternal age distribution. We examined the screening performance of a screening strategy based on maternal age, first trimester screening (FTS) and cffDNA testing as well as the combinations “maternal age and cffDNA” and “FTS and cffDNA”.

Results: In 2012 673 544 children were born. Median maternal age at delivery was 30.2 years (25th–75th quartile: 27.0–34.0). Based on maternal age distribution the expected number of fetuses with trisomy 21 at 12 weeks’ gestation was 1788. Our study population therefore consisted of 675 332 pregnancies. Screening based only on maternal age or FTS or cffDNA resulted in detection rates of 63.3%, 92.2% and 99.0% and false positive rates of 21.8%, 8.0% and 0.1%, respectively. When maternal age was combined with cffDNA, cffDNA testing was only offered to women over a certain age; if a cut-off of 30 years was used, this resulted in a DR of 85.2% and a FPR of 1.7%. If primary screening consisted of FTS with cffDNA testing only done when the risk was between 1:10 and 1:1000, the detection rate was 96.7% and the false positive rate was 1.2%.

Conclusion: In this model-based study we showed that prenatal screening for trisomy 21 can be improved even more by combining FTS
and cffDNA. Further studies are necessary to examine whether these results can be reproduced in reality.

Introduction
Prenatal screening for trisomy 21 has continuously improved in the past decades. Combined first trimester screening (FTS) has played an important role in this, and in many countries it is now a standard part of prenatal care. Over the past few years it has been expanded by the addition of risk stratification for numerous complications of pregnancy [1,2]. The introduction of FTS has resulted in a significant decrease in the rates of invasive diagnostic procedures (chorionic villus sampling [CVS] and amniocentesis), despite the continued increase in median maternal age. The impact of FTS was particularly pronounced in England and Denmark. Morgan et al. showed that after changes in screening policy, the overall screen-positive rate in England, which was previously based on biochemical screening done in the second trimester, decreased from 6 to 3.1 % [3]. Similarly, Ekelund et al. reported that after the nation-wide introduction of FTS in Denmark, the false positive rate dropped to 3.3 % [4]. By comparison, outdated screening programs based only on maternal age were found to have a false positive rate of 20 % when a cut-off of 35 years was used.

The introduction of cell-free fetal DNA (cffDNA) testing has offered a new way of screening for trisomy 21 [5,6]. The reported detection rate and the false positive rate are 99 and 0.1 %, respectively [7]; this approach involves fewer potential sources of error for medical practitioners and, with the exception of being qualified to provide information and consultation in accordance with the German Gene Diagnostics Law, no additional training is needed. The drawbacks of cffDNA are that it focuses only on the most common chromosomal disorders; that the test results of some pregnancies will be inconclusive because of insufficient cffDNA in maternal blood; that dichorionic multiple pregnancies, particularly vanishing-twin syndrome, reduce the test quality; and finally, that this form of screening is considerably more expensive than other methods.

The question is therefore what would be the best combination of different screening methods for Germany which would not relinquish the benefits of previous strategies but would instead improve the quality of screening. The economic impact of introducing an updated screening algorithm must also be taken into account.

Methods
This study used a model-based calculation to compare detection rates, false positive rates and the costs of different screening methods for trisomy 21 as well as outcomes for combinations of these methods. For the model a study population was defined consisting of euploid and trisomy 21 pregnancies. The published data on screening performance for the different screening strategies was used to determine detection rates and false positive rates for the study population.

Study population
The study population consisted of all births recorded in Germany in 2012 together with maternal age [8]. It was assumed that all pregnancies were euploid pregnancies. To estimate the number of fetuses with trisomy 21 in week 12+ of gestation, the number of expected pregnancies with trisomy 21 in week 12+ of gestation was compiled from the sum calculated for each maternal age between the ages of 15 and 50, according to the maternal age distribution for the birth cohort of 2012 [8–10]. The number of fetuses with trisomy 21 delivered at term was calculated for every maternal age by multiplying the maternal age
risk by the number of live term births. Because of the increased rate of miscarriages for fetuses with trisomy 21, the expected number of fetuses with trisomy 21 born at term was multiplied by an adjustment factor to calculate the probable number of fetuses with trisomy 21 at 12 + 0 weeks of gestation. The total number of expected fetuses with trisomy 21 in week 12 + 0 of gestation was calculated by adding up the number of cases calculated for each maternal age.

The risk of trisomy 21 for a child delivered at term is:

\[ \text{Risk} = 0.000627 + e^{-16.2395 + 0.286 \times (\text{mat. age} - 0.5)} \times 1.5 \]

The adjustment factor for 12 + 0 week of gestation is:

\[ \text{adj} = 10^{0.9425 - 1.023 \times \text{LOG}_{10}(12) + 0.2718 \times \text{LOG}_{10}(12) + \text{LOG}_{10}(12)} \]

and

\[ \text{Risk}_{12SSW} = \text{Risk} \times \text{adj} \]

Test quality and cost of individual screening methods
Test quality of screening based on maternal age was calculated based on age distribution in the study. A pregnancy was considered screen-positive when the maternal age was above a defined cut-off.

Assessment of screening using cffDNA was based on a detection rate and a false positive rate of 99 and 0.1 % [7]. Abnormal cffDNA results were considered screen-positive. If the result of cffDNA testing was inconclusive, which was expected for 3 % of tests, the pregnancy was also categorized as screen-positive. It was assumed that the incidence of inconclusive tests was similarly distributed for the euploid and the trisomy 21 groups [5].

For combined FTS it was assumed that the distribution of risks in the study population corresponded to that of the reference population (Table 1) [1]. If the risk was above a specific cut-off, the pregnancy was defined as screen-positive.

When a combination of screening methods was used, primary screening was done based either on maternal age or on FTS. A second screening using cffDNA was then carried out for the sub-
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group defined as at risk in the primary screening. The test quality of the individual screening methods has been described above. It was posited that all screen-positive pregnancies would be investigated further using invasive diagnostics, and that the detection rate and false positive rate of invasive testing methods was 100 and 0%, respectively.

The costs of FTS and of invasive diagnostic testing were estimated as €150 and €1000, respectively. Screening based on maternal age incurred no costs, and the cost of cffDNA testing was estimated as €500. In individual calculations, the cost of cffDNA testing was also calculated based on an estimated cost of €250.

Results

According to data from the German Federal Office of Statistics, 673 544 children were born in 2012. Mean maternal age at delivery was 30.2 years (25th–75th quartile: 27.0–34.0) (Fig. 1). Based on maternal age distribution, it was estimated that 1333 children with trisomy 21 would be born at term and the expected number of fetuses with trisomy 21 in week 12 + 0 of gestation would be 1788 (Fig. 2). The study population therefore consisted of 675 332 pregnancies.

Screening based on maternal age

Table 2 shows the detection rate, false positive rate and cost of screening for trisomy 21 based on maternal age using different cut-offs. The most commonly used cut-off of 35 years had a detection rate of 63.3% and a false positive rate of 21.8%. The cost of such a screening strategy, which would be limited to the costs of invasive diagnostic procedures, was calculated as €148 267 000 or €219.55 per pregnancy.

Screening based on FTS

When screening for trisomy 21 was done using FTS and a cut-off of 1 : 250, 92.2% of cases with trisomy 21 were detected; the false positive rate was 8.0%. For this cut-off, the costs were calculated as €156 832 800 or €232.23 per pregnancy. Table 3 summarizes the results when other cut-offs are used.

Screening based on cffDNA

When screening was done using cffDNA, the detection rate and false positive rate were 99 and 0.1%, respectively. If a 3% fail rate requiring subsequent investigation with invasive diagnostics was postulated for the test, the total false positive rate was 3.1% (n = 20 859) while the detection rate remained the same at 99.0% (n = 1770). The cost of such a screening strategy was calculated as €191 462 000 or €283.51 per pregnancy if the cost of cffDNA testing was reduced to €250 (675 332 × €500 or €250 for cffDNA plus €1000 × 22629 for invasive diagnostics).

Screening based on maternal age and cffDNA

Primary screening was based on maternal age. If the result was higher than a defined cut-off, a second screening was done using cffDNA. If the results were abnormal or inconclusive, the pregnancy was considered screen-positive and was investigated using invasive procedures.

If the cut-off was 30 years, 86.0% (n = 1538) of fetuses with trisomy 21 and 56.1% (n = 378 181) of euploid pregnancies were investigated further using cffDNA (Table 2). The overall detection rate was 85.2% and the false positive rate was 1.7%. The cost of this approach was €203 094 500 or €300.73 per pregnancy if the cost per cffDNA test was €500; overall costs were €108 164 750 or...
€160.17 per pregnancy if the cost of the cfDNA test was €250. Table 4 shows the test quality for other cut-off values.

Screening based on FTS and cfDNA
In this approach primary screening consisted of FTS with two threshold values used to define high-risk and low-risk groups. Additional testing consisting of cfDNA was done in the intermediate-risk group. Patients classified as high risk after FTS and with abnormal or inconclusive cfDNA test results were considered screen-positive and investigated further using invasive diagnostic procedures.

The frequency distribution for the respective risk classes is shown in Table 5. When the threshold values 1:10 and 1:100 were used, then 0.6, 20.4 and 79.0% of euploid pregnancies were classified respectively as high risk, intermediate risk or low risk. The corresponding distribution for fetuses with trisomy 21 was 69.1, 27.9 and 3.0%, respectively. If these threshold values were used, the overall detection rate was 96.7% (n = 1729) and the false positive rate was 1.2% (n = 8296). Total costs were €180275 800 and €266.94 per pregnancy, depending on whether the cost of cfDNA was set at €500 or at €250. Table 6 shows the test quality and costs for the different threshold values.
This study used a model-based approach to show that use of cffDNA for primary screening or a combination of cffDNA with other screening methods could increase the detection rates for trisomy 21 to over 95% use and reduce the false positive rate to under 3%. If the focus is on only test quality, then a combination of FTS and cffDNA testing was the most effective, as the detection rate with this combination was 96.7% and the false positive rate was 1.2%. It was also more cost efficient than primary screening using cffDNA alone, as the false positive rate for the latter approach was 3.1% due to inconclusive cffDNA test results. A combination of screening based on maternal age and cffDNA testing did not achieve a similarly high test quality. If the objective is to achieve a detection rate of more than 95%, then cffDNA would have to be made available to test pregnant women with a maternal age of 25 and above. This would mean that an additional cffDNA test would need to be carried out in 85% of the study population which would almost double the cost of screening compared to FTS or standard screening strategies based on maternal age.

If the focus is mainly on costs, then primary screening using cffDNA was the most expensive option with an average cost of around €530 per pregnancy if the cost per cffDNA test was €500. Combining cffDNA with FTS at threshold values of 1:10 and 1:100 could reduce the cost by around half; the detection rate for this combination was over 96%.

A further relevant reduction in costs could be achieved if the cost of cffDNA were to drop to around €250 per test. The cost of a combined strategy using FTS and cffDNA would then be around

**Table 4** Test quality and cost of screening based on maternal age followed by cffDNA when a defined cut-off is exceeded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cut-off (risk)</th>
<th>Detection rate</th>
<th>False positive rate</th>
<th>Cost (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n = 1788</td>
<td>Trisomy 21</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1699</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1523</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Costs were calculated based on screening by maternal age followed by cffDNA plus invasive diagnostics:

- screening by maternal age: 675 332 pregnancies × €60 plus
- cffDNA [pregnancies of women above a specific maternal age] × €500 plus
- invasive diagnostics [screen-positive cases] × €1000

**Table 5** Distribution of euploid and trisomy 21 pregnancies classified as high/intermediate or low risk after FTS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency distribution for euploid pregnancies or trisomy 21 in FTS (%)</th>
<th>Threshold value used to define the high-risk population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>1:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trisomy 21</td>
<td>Euploid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold value used to define the low-risk group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:1000</td>
<td>69.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.9/</td>
<td>20.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0/</td>
<td>79.0/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:5000</td>
<td>69.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.4/</td>
<td>50.0/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5/</td>
<td>49.4/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold value used to define the low-risk group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1729 (96.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180275 800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1773 (99.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>286201 800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Costs are calculated based on FTS, cffDNA and invasive diagnostics:

- FTS: 675 332 pregnancies × €150 plus
- cffDNA [number of pregnancies in the intermediate-risk group] × €500 plus
- invasive diagnostics [number of screen-positive cases] × €1000

**Table 6** Test quality and cost of screening for trisomy 21 using FTS followed by cffDNA in the intermediate-risk group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>False positive rate (n,%), Detection rate (n,%), Cost (£)</th>
<th>Threshold value used to define the high risk group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>1:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold value used to define the low-risk group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:1000</td>
<td>8296 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1729 (96.7)</td>
<td>1732 (96.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180275 800</td>
<td>185198 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:5000</td>
<td>14471 (2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1773 (99.2)</td>
<td>1776 (99.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>286201 800</td>
<td>291123 300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Costs are calculated based on FTS, cffDNA and invasive diagnostics:

- FTS: 675 332 pregnancies × €150 plus
- cffDNA [number of pregnancies in the intermediate-risk group] × €500 plus
- invasive diagnostics [number of screen-positive cases] × €1000

**Discussion**

This study used a model-based approach to show that use of cffDNA for primary screening or a combination of cffDNA with other screening methods could increase the detection rates for trisomy 21 to over 95% use and reduce the false positive rate to under 3%. If the focus is on only test quality, then a combination of FTS and cffDNA testing was the most effective, as the detection rate with this combination was 96.7% and the false positive rate was 1.2%. It was also more cost efficient than primary screening using cffDNA alone, as the false positive rate for the latter approach was 3.1% due to inconclusive cffDNA test results. A combination of screening based on maternal age and cffDNA testing did not achieve a similarly high test quality. If the objective is to achieve a detection rate of more than 95%, then cffDNA would
Our study was based on specific assumptions which must be taken into consideration:

- Around 10% of patients in Germany have private healthcare. Higher payments for medical costs are expected in this patient cohort.
- The model-based calculation assumed that all pregnant women would avail themselves of the opportunity to screen for trisomies. In fact, some pregnant women reject all forms of genetic screening during pregnancy. However there is currently no robust study data on the percentage of women rejecting genetic screening. In principle, it must be assumed that the uptake rate for cfDNA testing will be higher than for FTS or screening based on maternal age. This is due to the simplicity of the test (taking a blood sample), the excellent test quality and the easier interpretation of test results.

- The combination of FTS and cfDNA can only achieve the calculated test quality if primary screening – in other words, FTS – has a detection rate of 90% and a false positive rate of 5% as described in previous studies. In a study by Lüthgens et al. in more than 38,000 pregnancies, it was found that the detection rate in Germany was around 10% lower than expected, which would mean that the overall test quality falls short of expectations [16].

- This study only considered the actual costs of screening which were calculated based on the sum of the screening costs plus the costs of invasive diagnostic procedures. To comprehensively assess the costs involved, it would also be necessary to include the additional costs of early or late termination of pregnancy, additional direct medical costs incurred over the course of a lifetime of a person with trisomy 21, and the indirect costs arising in consequence of the potentially reduced capacity to work of one of the parents due to the higher level of care required by a child with trisomy 21. Such an evaluation would be equivalent to weighing up the value of a life, and ethical and moral reasons prevented this line of investigation from being pursued further.

In principle, it could be asked why only the intermediate-risk group should benefit from cfDNA testing when FTS is combined with cfDNA testing and why it should not be done in all pregnancies above a certain threshold value. It is therefore important to emphasize that trisomy 21 only constitutes around 50% of possible chromosomal defects and that other chromosomal disorders are often also associated with low PAPP-A levels and high nuchal translucency. But these markers are also indications of a higher risk for trisomy 21 [17]. Given the potential for other chromosomal abnormalities which may not be recognized using cfDNA, invasive diagnostic procedures should be carried out in high-risk populations in preference to cfDNA testing. In a study involving FTS performed in more than 21,000 FTS pregnancies it was found that out of 212 fetuses with chromosomal abnormalities 23 (10.9%) had chromosomal abnormalities which could not have been detected using cfDNA. Around 70% of these cases had an FTS risk of 1:50 [18]. In a high-risk group with an FTS risk of more than 1:10, which corresponds to around 1% of the population, around half will have trisomy 21; for reasons of cost-efficiency and time constraints direct karyotyping should be done in this group [1].

**Conclusion**

In this model-based study we showed that a combination of FTS and cfDNA testing could optimize screening for chromosomal disorders and reduce costs to reasonable levels compared to primary screening done using only cfDNA. Further studies will be necessary to show whether the positive findings of this combined approach can be reproduced in reality.

Finally, it should be noted that state-of-the-art prenatal care in the first trimester should not only focus on the detection of fetal aneuploidies but must also include screening for other fetal abnormalities and serious complications of pregnancy, some of them treatable, as part of individualized optimal care [2].
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